
Newsletter launch

The sole proprietorship Phasma Solutions in collaboration with Ehime 

University of Japan (professor Masafumi Jinno) and Toulouse Paul 

Sabatier University of France (professor Georges Zissis) announce 

the creation of an electronic newsletter targeting researchers and 
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the creation of an electronic newsletter targeting researchers and 

scientists in the field of lighting and light sources.



Dear Sir / Madame

Despite the circulation of various lighting newsletters from companies, societies

and associations that contain information on new products, designs, architecture,

exhibitions etc., we propose the creation of an e-newsletter that will contain

information on scientific results and developments so that it becomes a

powerful tool in the hands of the researcher that so far had to attend conferences

and perform extensive literature searches in order to be updated.

The e-newsletter will be shaped by the contributions of the recipients and will be
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The e-newsletter will be shaped by the contributions of the recipients and will be

distributed to an extensive number of researcher and scientists around the world,

active in the field of lighting and light sources. It will include recent paper

publications (titles and journal), new patents granted and future events such as

conferences and workshops. In the course of time new themes could be added

depending on feedback.

Please forward this message to your colleagues in the field!



We ask from you, the recipient, to send us you latest publication, news, event

announcement, book, project result etc in titles and with a very short description

to be added to the newsletter by the 15th of September 2008.

The first e-newsletter to be sent will cover activities and publications that took

place in 2008 and events for the remaining of the calendar year. The frequency

of it will be decided based on the response it will receive.

Dr Spiros Kitsinelis
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